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ABSTRACT 
For a given self-adjoint matrix H with llHl[ = 1 and tr( H) = 0, we consider the 
number y(H) which is defined to be the minimum of IITII” for those T satisfying 
[T*,T] = H. We show that 1 < y(H) < 2 and that v(H) is close to 2 if H is suital)ly 
chosen. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (square) matrix is said to be a self-commutator if it can be expressed in 
the form [T *, T] = T *T - TT*; here, T is a square matrix and T * denotes 
the adjoint of T: (ti j)* = (iji). Ob viously, a self-commutator must be a 
self-adjoint matrix with trace zero. Conversely, if H is a self-adjoint matrix 
and tr( H) = 0, then H is a self-commutator (see Proposition 2). For such H, 
we define 
In the present note, we are interested in the numbers 
y,* = sup{ y(H) : H is an n x n self-adjoint matrix with tr( H) = 0 and II HI I < 
11. 
We shall show that II H II < y(H) < 211 HII for all self-adjoint H with tr( H) = 0 
and lim.,,y, = 2. 
We remark that self-commutators on infinitedimensional Hilbert spaces 
have been studied by various authors; see [2] and [l]. 
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2. A LOWER ESTIMATE 
Given the identity H = [T*, 1’1, we have, by using the triangular in- 
equality, that 
IlHll < IIT*TII+ /I?‘T*Il = Wl12. 
This naive approach does not give us a good estimate. In fact, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. lf [I"*, T]= H, then llTl)2 a IIHII. 
Proof. We may regard H as a self-adjoint operator on a finite dimen- 
sional inner product space. Since H is self-adjoint, either there exists a unit 
vector e, such that (tfe,, e, ) = 11 H II or there exists a unit vector e such 
that (He_,e_)= - llHl/. In the first case, we have 
lITlIz > IITe, 11’ = (T*Te+, e ) 
= (TT*e+,e+)+(He+,e+ )allHll. 
In the second case, we have 
lITlIz = llT*l12 2 IIT*e- II2 = (TT*e , e.~ ) 
=(T*Te_,e_)-(He_,e >>llHll. 
Therefore we always have I 17’ I I’ >/ I I H I I ‘. n 
REMARK. The same result holds, with its proof slightly modified, if T, H 
are operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
COROLLARY. y,>l forn=1,2,3 ,.... 
In Proposition 3 we have a much sharper lower estimate for y,, 
3. UPPER ESTIMATES 
The following proposition shows that, for each n, y,, is always less than or 
equal to 2. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Zf H is a selfadjoint matrix with tr( H) = 0, then there 
exists some matrix T such that [T*, T] = H and llTl12< 2l/Hll. 
Proof. With no loss of generality, we may assume that H is a diagonal 
matrix, say H = diag( X 1, X,, . . . , X “); here X1,. . . , X n are real numbers with 
their sum equal to zero. Let p=max{IX,I,...,Ih,,l} (=llHll). It is not 
difficult to see that there is a rearrangement of X 1,. . . , h ,,, say h nCl), . . . , A ,,( n ) 
(CT is a permutation of { 1,. . . , n }), such that, if we put 
pk = h,(l) + h,(2) + ’ ’ ’ + h(k) (k= l,...,n), 
then 0 < pk < 2~ for all k. Let 
/ 
/Fl . 
T= 
0 
0 GO 
Then [T*,T] = diag(X,,,, ,..., A,,(“) ), which is unitarily equivalent to H, and 
JlT112= max{cL1,...,l*n-l> < 2~=2llHll. n 
Next we show that the estimate in Proposition 2 is the best possible. In 
other words, we have sup y, = 2. In fact, we have the stronger result 
lim n_myn=2.Thef 11 o owing lemma is the key step to establish this result. 
LEMMA. Zf I, is the p X p identity matrix and A is a q X q self-adjoint 
matrix with q < p and tr(A) = - p, then, for every (p + q)x(p + q) matrix 
T satisfying [T*, T] = Z,@A, we have llTl12 2 2. 
Proof. For convenience, we write H for Z,@A and E for the projection 
Z,@O. Assume that [T*, T] = H. For x in the range of E with llxll = 1, we 
have 
llTEll2 > llT# = (T*Tx, X) 
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Hence llTE[[’ > llT*~?/)~+ 1. If IIT*EII” >, 1, then llTl12 > lITElI >, 2 and we 
are done. Suppose the contrary, say ~.i, = IIT*EIJ2 < 1. Let S = (1 - E)TE. 
Then 
E=E(T*T-TT*)E 
=ET*(l-E)TE+ET*ETE-ETT*E 
=S*S+(ETE)*(ETE)-ETT*E 
Since 
(I(ETE)*(ETE) II= IIET*Ell” < IIT*El12 = p. < 1, 
we have 
S*S=E-(ETE)*(ETE)+ETT*E>(l-p)E. 
Therefore the rank of S*S must be p. This is impossible because the range of 
S is in the range of I - E, whose dimension is q. Therefore we must have 
llT*Ej12 > 1, from which it follows (ITl12 > 2. W 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf n is an odd number, then y,, > 2(n - l)(n + 1) I, 
and if n is an even number, then y,, > 2( n - 2)( n + 2) ‘. Hence we have 
lim ,I + z Y, = 2. 
Proof. Suppose that n is an odd number, say n = 2k + 1. Let H,, = Z,, I 
@[ -(k+l)k-‘]I,. Then tr(H,)=O and, by the above lemma, llTl1232= 
2k(k + l))‘IIH,II for those T satisfying [T*,T] = H,,. Hence y,, > 2k(k + 
1) 1 = 2( n - l)( n + 1) l. In the same way we can show that when n is even, 
say n = 2k, then y, > 2(k - l)(k + l))‘= 2(n - 2)(n +2))’ by applying the 
abovelemmato H,=Zk+l@[ -(k+l)(k-l)~‘]Z,_,. n 
4. REMARKS 
REMARK 1. By -a compactness argument, we see that, for a given 
self-adjoint matrix H with trace zero, there exists a matrix T such that 
[ ?’ *, T] = H and l\Tll 2 = y(H). In general, we cannot say much about this 
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matrix Z’. However, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4. lf [T*,T]= H and I(T\(2=y(H), then 0 is an eigen- 
value of T. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T is invertible. Then, by polar 
decomposition, we write T = UP where U is a unitary matrix and P is a 
positive definite matrix. There exists F > 0 such that P2 - EI is still positive 
definite, and hence it makes sense to consider the positive square root 
(P’-FI)‘/~. Let Te=U(P2-~Z) 1/2. Then IT?*, TF] = [T *, T] = H, but 
This contradicts our assumption that I(T 1)’ = y( H ). n 
REMARK 2. The function y( .) on the set Ya of all n X n self-adjoint 
matrices with trace zero has the following two obvious properties: 
(i) y(hH)= Ihly(H) for H E cY, and X real. 
(ii) y(U *HU) = y(H) if H E t4”, and U is unitary. 
We also have 
(iii) y( H,@ H2) < max{ y( H,), y( H,)} for H, E <y,, and H, E q12. 
Also, it is easy to see that 
(iv) y(H@( - H))= llHl\ for HE Yn. 
In (iii), the inequality may be strict. For example, if we let H, = 
diag(l,l, - %, - s, - 3) and H, = - H,, then y( H,@H,) = llHlll = 1 but 
max{ y( Hi), y( H,)} = 5. From the proof of Proposition 2, we see that 
(v) y(H) = 1) H )I if H E 9, has only one positive (or negative) eigenvalue 
of multiplicity one. 
REMARK 3. Now we try to find y, for n < 5. We only consider the case 
n = 5, since the other cases are easier to deal with. From Proposition 3, we 
see that ya 2 $. Let H = diag(h,, X,, ha, X,, X,) with hi > X2 > . . > X,5, 
tr(H)=Xi+ .*. +h,=O, and l\Hll = max{lh,l,...,~h,~} =max(lX,l, lh51} 
= 1. [From (ii) in Remark 2, we see that it suffices to consider diagonal 
matrices.] 
From (v) in Remark 1, we see that y(H) = II H )I if either X 1 > 0 >, A, or 
h, >, 0 >, A,S. Thus we only consider the case when X:, >, 0 > X,. [The case 
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h 2 >, 0 2 X s can be reduced to this case by using the identity y( - H ) = y( H ).] 
Now we consider the following two subcases: 
Suhcasel: h,=l. Inthissubcasewelet p,=h,, p2=p,+Ah5, ~:~=p~ 
+ A,, p4 = p3 + A,. Then pi = 1 and 
Let 
T= 
We have [T*,T] = diag(X,, A,, A,, A,, h4) and ljT/l = 1. Therefore y(H)= 1. 
Subcase 2: X,T = - 1. First we show that - h,s - h, - h, < j. Assume 
to the contrary that -X,S-X,-h,=h,+A,>j. Then A,>? and hence 
A, > +. But then we have -A,-A,-X,<l-$+l=+. Let pi= -A,, 
Pa=tJ-h,, PLo=P2- A,, p4 = p3 - A, ( = A,,). Then 0 <pi < j for j = 
1 , . . . ,4. Let T be the 5 x 5 matrix defined in the same way as that in subcase 
1. Then j(T112 G $ and [T*,T] = diag( - A,, - A,, - h,, - h2, - A:,). Hence 
we have y(H)< +. 
Thus, in all cases we have y(H) < $ for H E P’s with //HII = 1. Therefore 
ys = {. We remark without going into detail that yi = y2 = y:3 = y4 = 1. 
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